Earn GNS through Trade Mining
Hold GNS and earn Gold (V999)

White Paper

Token ticker: GNS
Max. Supply: 900 Million
Basis: Ethereum Smart Contract
Trade Mining
Holding Program
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GENIUS Token (GNS)
The V999 platform has issued its own exchange token, the GENIUS Token (GNS),
which offers users an even better experience and (further) additional benefits on our
trading platform.
The GENIUS Token runs natively on the Ethereum blockchain.

GNS Features
The GNS token allows users to access additional features within the V999 trading
ecosystem and offers e.g. the possibility to create additional value via trade mining
and / or holding the GNS by participating in the daily trading volume of the V999. The
GNS is tradable with all cryptocurrencies listed on the V999 platform and provides
additional liquidity within the V999 platform.
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Difference between V999 and GNS
V999 Asset Backed Token
The V999 is an Asset Backed Token (ABT). These types of tokens are often offered
during a Security Token Offering (STO) and have real value as they are correlated to
the value of an external, real asset. Asset-backed tokens and security tokens offer
secure, fast and low-cost trading of traditional assets via blockchain technology and
also increase the liquidity of traditional securities.
For more information, read the V999 white paper on v999.gold.

GNS Utility Token
GNS is a utility token and serves as an operational token to earn digital gold on the
V999 platform. The user receives GNS tokens through trade mining.
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Trade Mining
Trade mining refers to the process of generating GNS tokens and has nothing to do
with the conventional mining of cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin. Conventional
mining is no longer lucrative nowadays, because in all cases too much electricity is
consumed and it is no longer economically viable.
Ecologically, it was a disaster right from the start.
The basis of trade mining is the creation of GNS tokens, which are generated by
trading V999 tokens.
The GNS is listed on the V999 platform from day one. As soon as the V999 token is
traded on the trading market, the user automatically receives a certain number of
GNS tokens according to the GENIUS algorithm. The new GNS token generated by
trade mining is automatically booked into the user's wallet.
A trade counts if at least 1 V999 token was traded in a single trade.
If less than 1 V999 token is traded in a single trade, it does not count.
Example:
The user executes V999 vs. Crypto trades on the trading market at any time and with
any frequency. According to the GENIUS algorithm, in this example, after five
executed trades of at least 1 V999 token per trade, the user generates 1 GNS token,
which is automatically credited to the trader's wallet. Depending on how many new
GNS tokens are generated through trade mining, the number of trades required for
trade mining increases in order to receive new GNS tokens. For the exact number,
see the table under GENIUS Algorithm.

By trading a certain number* of at least 1 V999 token, 1 GNS token is generated
through trade mining.
*See GENIUS Algorithm
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Hold GNS and earn Gold (V999)
Holding the GNS Token on the V999 platform wallet (Holding Program) offers the
user the possibility to be rewarded with gold-backed V999 Tokens.
The following requirements must be met:
The user holds at least 150 GNS tokens on his/her wallet and is thus entitled to a pro
rata 0.01% of the daily V999 trading volume from the trading market in the form of
the gold-backed V999 token.
The user holds at least 500 GNS Tokens on his/her Wallet and is therefore entitled to
a pro rata 0.02% of the daily V999 trading volume from the trading market in the
form of the gold-backed V999 Token.
The user holds at least 1000 GNS Tokens on his/her Wallet and is therefore entitled
to a pro rata 0.03% of the daily V999 trading volume from the trading market in the
form of the gold-backed V999 Token.
The token is credited directly to the user's V999 wallet on a daily basis.

The user holds at least the minimum amount of GNS tokens on their V999 platform
wallet and is therefore entitled to get rewarded from the daily V999 trading volume
from the trading market in the form of the gold-backed V999 token.
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GNS Distribution / Trade Mining / AirDrop / Incentive
A total of 900,000,000 GNS tokens will be generated in a one-time token generation
event. From this point on, no further GNS tokens will be generated, so there will never
be more than 900,000,000 tokens in circulation.
GNS tokens will be issued exclusively via trade mining on the V999 platform
(reserved: 800,000,000 GNS ) and via AirDrop or incentive purposes (reserved:
100,000,000 GNS).

GNS AirDrop
The first 1,000,000 KYC-verified users of the V999 platform will be credited with 50
GNS after 5 generating GNS through trade mining.
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GENIUS Algorithm
The algorithm is the basis of GNS trade mining. It ensures that the correct number of
necessary V999 trades are credited at all times and that the user receives his GNS
tokens.

GNS Wallet
Every KYC-verified user receives his GNS Wallet on the V999 platform after clicking
on "Generate Wallet Address" under the menu item "Wallets" next to GNS.
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Summary
•
•
•
•
•

As a platform token of the V999 platform, the GENIUS Token (GNS) offers
further advantages for users.
Max. Supply 900,000,000 GNS tokens of which 800,000,000 are issued via
trade mining and 100,000,000 GNS tokens via AirDrops and Incentives.
Trade Mining - Users automatically generate GNS tokens when they trade
V999 vs. crypto on the V999 trading market.
Hold GNS an earn Gold (V999) - Users are rewarded with V999 tokens when
they hold their GNS tokens on the platform wallet.
The first 1,000,000 KYC-verified users of the V999 platform will be credited
with 50 GNS after 5 generating GNS through trade mining.
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